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SDG&E is posting responses to its data requests on its website once it has completed its 
response. However, these responses can be delayed by up to several weeks and also do not 
contain supplemental data mentioned in the data request responses. 
 
Request 1 (MGRA-25):  Please provide all data requests received by intervenors for which a 
response has not yet been posted to the SDG&E website as of the date of response to this data 
request. Alternatively, these can be posted to SDG&E’s website and location provided. 
 
SDG&E Response 1 (MGRA-25):    
 
SDG&E has received the following data requests from parties other than MGRA for which a 
reply has not yet been posted to the SD&E RAMP website:  
 
SPD DR#11: The data request with reply is provided as an attachment to this data request. 
 
Cal Advocates DR#2: The data request (reply pending) is provided as an attachment to this data 
request. 
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Request 2 (MGRA-26):  Please provide all non-confidential supplemental data files provided in 
response to intervenor data requests. Alternatively, these can be posted to SDG&E’s website 
and location provided. 
 
SDG&E Response (MGRA-26):    
 
As communicated in emails (September 9 – 10) responding to this data request, SDG&E 
informed MGRA that supplemental data files, aka attachments to data request replies, are being 
provided to all parties within one business day of the reply being provided to the requesting 
party.   
 
SDG&E also clarified and confirmed that the attached spreadsheet to the reply to TURN DR#6, 
called “TURN DR6 Excel Response.xlsx” (which had been provided to MGRA in reply to 
MGRA DR#5) is the same spreadsheet as referenced in the narrative reply (but with an incorrect 
name: “TURN DR6 Excel Response_162.xlsx”).    
 
 


